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The Health Minister, Greg Hunt, claimed yesterday on ABC radio that he believes in freedom of
speech yet he is currently attempting to shut down the public debate on vaccination. Our right to
choose how many vaccines we use in our bodies is being removed in Australia yet there is no
discussion of this issue in the mainstream Australian media.
In November 2017 the City of Sydney Council stated that it would not allow my university
research on vaccination to be presented or advertised in council venues. This is despite the fact
that the University of Wollongong stands by this research.
Traditionally, it is academic debate of university research that forms the basis of government
public health policy, but not any more. Australia's Health Minister, Greg Hunt, has stated he will
shut down social media sites that are presenting the risks of vaccines because he has defined this
as 'anti-vaccination'.
Instead of describing this as a debate of the medical risks and benefits of vaccination, we have a
health minister who is dismissing the risks as 'anti-vaccination'.
This is harmful to the Australian population because Greg Hunt is preventing the science from
being scrutinised by the Australian public. This is particularly concerning because vaccines are
drugs for healthy people and they cannot be guaranteed 'safe' in any genetically diverse
population.
Hence Australia's mandatory and coercive vaccination policies implemented in social welfare
legislation represent a crime under the Nuremberg Code. This is the reason why Sweden and
Colombia have stated they will not adopt these policies.
Greg Hunt, and Richard Di Natale (the Greens Leader) are being informed on this issue by
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powerful lobby groups (SAVN / Australian Skeptics Inc / Friends of Science in Medicine) who are
providing false information about the safety and efficacy of vaccines based on corporatesponsored research that is published in corporate-sponsored journals and presented to the public
by a corporate-sponsored media.
I described this situation in Chapter 6 of my PhD thesis in 2015 and now in 2018 here is an article
in the Daily Mail titled 'Top Medical Journals accused of Skewing Research by raking in Millions of
Dollars in 'Bribes' from Drug Firms' (13 April 2018)
In the 1950's doctors were using flawed 'tobacco science' to promote cigarettes to the public as
'safe' and this was finally exposed as 'pseudo-science'. This same science is now being used to
promote vaccines and this is why Australian pubiic health authorities will not debate this science.
Our health ministers are working hard to censor this debate because the science that is being
used to support government legislation will not stand up to scrutiny - it is 'tobacco science'.
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neurological disorders, ADHD, childhood
cancers.

My website Vaccination Decisions became
necessary because the University of
Wollongong is not required to rectify the
academic record when organised industrylobby groups provide false information about
my university research in the mainstream
media.
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